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Name: Date: __/__/20__

But at this time they were unable to decide what to do in order to get back
that which they had lost, and how to prevent _____________ any more.
1.

(lose)
losing

Would I recommend _____________ the children to live in the country?2.
(send)

sending

I remembered my own childhood too well to suggest _____________ home
for the meal.
3.

(return)
returning

Most men who have made fortunes enjoy _____________ about how they
made them.
4.

(talk)
talking

By both she was loved more than any other living creature; but their very
love prevented them _____________ that care of her they should have taken.
5.

(take)
taking

He preferred to avoid _____________ her directly.6. (address)addressing

People may differ on religion and yet enjoy _____________ together.7.
(play)

playing

There was a great sight the day after our coming, which we could not well
avoid _____________.
8.

(see)seeing

He would not risk _____________ his temper through further discussion.9.
(lose)

losing

What a strange hour I spent _____________ with my baby, who had
fallen asleep in my arms.
10.

(wait)
waiting

Doubt and dignity suggested _____________ at home, but impatience
carried the day.
11.

(remain)
remaining

And I believe I shall give up _____________ school.12. (teach)teaching

I only think it is a pity he gave up _____________.13. (act)acting
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There was nothing to be done about it but keep on _____________.14. (go)going

Like the line of great soldiers from whom she was descended she
understood _____________ straight only.
15.

(ride)riding

They were so full of it that at the moment it would have been impossible to
avoid _____________ about it.
16.

(talk)talking

To do so would involve _____________ outside our own minds.17. (get)getting

She heard it even through her dream, though the darkness prevented her
_____________ quite.
18.

(wake)waking

So saying he opened the door, but not quickly enough to prevent her
_____________ him.
19.

(kiss)kissing

For it was simply impossible with her strong body and in the narrow bed to
avoid _____________ my mother.
20.

(touch)touching
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